went on to demonstrate, using a wide variety of historical documents, that places and people that could be characterized through the concept of asylum existed in many places in medieval Japan and before. These he designated, using terms current in medieval documents, as muen, kugai, and raku places and people. Further, Amino extracted, as the principle underlying muen, a denial of lord-vassal relationships and of private ownership; these too were what supported the existence of places of asylum. Here he found a very Japanese conception of liberty and peace.
Amino looked at Japanese history from the time before the principle of muen was recognized in society (a time he described as "primitive muen"), down to the period between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, when he found muen was consciously understood. It was during this latter time that in Europe too the ideas of freedom, peace and equality came to be formulated, to provide a dynamic force later in the establishment of civil society. Amino sees the post-sixteenth-century period as a time when the principle of muen began to deteriorate and follow a backwards course, yet, he asserted, it was never completely extinguished. It continues to possess a vitality even today and can act as a marker as we move toward the future.
This work made Amino's name famous, but it did not necessarily elicit positive reviews at first. Amino had previously attracted considerable scholarly attention with a work on the Mongol invasions, published as a volume in a series of works about Japanese history put out by Shogakkan in 1974. Marxist historians, who comprised the mainstream of Japanese historiography at the time (and among whom Amino counted himself as one), were as scathing in their criticism of Muen, kugai, raku as they had praised the former work. In 1987, nine years after the initial publication, he published a greatly expanded version of the work in an effort to answer this criticism. By this time, though, it was clear to all that Marxist historiography was on the wane, and the expanded work finally attracted the high esteem in which it continues to be held today.
Amino always considered himself to be a Marxist historian and it is a fact that his idea of "primitive muen" was inspired by the "primitive communal society" that Marx wrote of in his letter to Vera Zasulich. Today, serious studies are beginning to be made of Amino's life and work, and certainly the book Muen, kugai, raku provides one of the most important keys to understanding the development of his ideas. The article translated here is only one chapter of twenty-three, and though a summary of the most important points, inevitably cannot give the reader a full understanding of the book's rich contents. Nevertheless it is a welcome addition to the English literature on Amino, and I hope it will be of help in introducing a wider readership to the work of this outstanding historian. 
